
COMMERCIAL UNDERWRITING ASSISTANTS SALARIES

10 Commercial Underwriting Assistant Salaries provided anonymously by employees. What salary does a Commercial
Underwriting Assistant.

Duties Financial clerks typically do the following: Keep and update financial records Compute bills and
charges Offer customer assistance Carry out financial transactions Financial clerks give administrative and
clerical support in financial settings. These are the requirements of underwriters -- a position in which many
assistants will eventually get promoted. Procurement clerks compile requests for materials, prepare purchase
orders, keep track of purchases and supplies, and handle questions about orders. Financial clerks should have
good communication skills so that they can explain policies and procedures to colleagues and customers. A
high school education can suffice in this job, but the candidate must usually have two or more years of
industry experience. These professionals may also earn more in certain industries. They handle requests to
change or cancel orders. Brokerage clerks help with tasks associated with securities such as stocks, bonds,
commodities, and other kinds of investments. They verify and record attendance, hours worked, and pay
adjustments. They keep records, help customers, and carry out financial transactions. Find Jobs To get started,
tell us where you'd like to work. Their specific job duties vary by specialty and by setting. Employers of
brokerage clerks may prefer candidates who have taken some college courses in business or economics and, in
some cases, require a 2- or 4-year college degree. They also prepare the documents that go to the appraiser and
are issued at the closing of a loan. Please try a different city or state. An underwriting assistant may also
qualify for a job by getting certified as an Associate in Consumer Underwriting or Associate in Personal
Insurance through the Insurance Institute of America. Advancement Financial clerks can advance to related
occupations in finance. These workers usually learn their duties through on-the-job training. It does forecast
job opportunities for insurance underwriters, which will only grow 6 percent in the next decade -- slower than
average compared to most occupations. They also contact customers to get or give account information.
Review this Career. They hire underwriting assistants to help them analyze information on insurance
applications, screen clients based on company criteria, and evaluate recommendations with underwriting
computer software. Education Financial clerks typically need a high school diploma or equivalent to enter the
occupation. More insurance underwriters and their assistants are using automated software, which negatively
impacts demand for their services. An Underwriting assistant may also earn more working for local
government. These professionals usually work for insurance and benefits companies, or local government
agencies. Payroll and timekeeping clerks compile and post employee time and payroll data. Loan interviewers,
also called loan processors or loan clerks, interview applicants and others to get and verify personal and
financial information needed to complete loan applications. Their duties include writing orders for stock
purchases and sales, computing transfer taxes, verifying stock transactions, accepting and delivering securities,
distributing dividends, and keeping records of daily transactions and holdings. Answer a few questions and
view jobs at that match your preferences. Many companies prefer hiring underwriting assistants with
bachelor's degrees in business, insurance or economics, and at least one year of experience in property,
casualty or health insurance. Credit authorizers, checkers, and clerks review the credit history, and get the
information needed to determine the creditworthiness, of individuals or businesses applying for credit.
Organizational skills. Salary by Region In , average salaries for underwriting assistants varied significantly
within certain U. They may qualify for higher-paying jobs once they have two to five years of experience
assisting underwriters. New accounts clerks interview people who want to open accounts in financial
institutions. All employees and self-employed workers must be insured in because of federal regulation, which
should produce more jobs for underwriting assistants. Moreover, underwriting assistants, as underwriters, may
find more job opportunities in the health care industry. They ensure that employees are paid on time and that
their paychecks are accurate. Continue Where do you want to work? Sorry, we can't find that. They also
investigate and correct errors in accounts. Billing and posting clerks calculate charges, develop bills, and
prepare them to be mailed to customers.


